
USC TRANSITION TO 
BLACKBOARD LEARN ULTRA

This presentation outlines the benefits and proposed timeline for the University of South 
Carolina's transition from Blackboard Learn Original Course View to Blackboard Learn Ultra 

Course View. 

A Provost’s Office initiative in collaboration with the Division of Information Technology.



WHY MOVE TO BLACKBOARD LEARN ULTRA?

• Strategic Alignment

• Improved Student Learning Outcomes

• Accessibility & Inclusion

• Enhanced User Experience

• Simplified Administration and Efficiency

• Robust Analytics & Reporting

• Pedagogical Transformation Opportunities 

• Modern User Tools & Features

• Seamless Integration with External Tools

• Continued LMS Development (Anthology)

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
What? (Jeff) We're joining you today to briefly overview our transition from Blackboard Learn to Blackboard Learn Ultra. We'll hopefully have some time at the end of our presentation to answer some questions. The transition plan was developed by a team of members from the Division of Information Technology, the Office for Distributed Learning, the Center for Teaching Excellence, and all comprehensive and Palmetto College campuses with the support of the Provost. Why? (Jeff) The transition aims to improve consistency in how students experience instruction through standardizing course creation within a single learning management system. The transition aligns with our university's strategic commitment to reimagining the student learning experience, promoting greater student engagement and academic success, resulting in higher satisfaction, retention, recruitment rates, and our commitment to inclusivity and accessibility. A common question we have been asked is, "Why not consider transitioning to another LMS platform?" We have explored other platforms and compared features and capabilities. However, this plan will allow us to seamlessly transition from Blackboard Learn to Blackboard Learn Ultra with minimal disruption, leveraging the familiarity and benefits of the existing platform while embracing the streamlined advancements of Learn Ultra, ensuring an accessible, engaging online learning environment to meet the diverse needs of today's students and faculty. Blackboard Learn Ultra Provides a consistent, user-friendly, and intuitive interface, making it easier for students, faculty, and staff to navigate and engage within the LMS. The mobile-first approach ensures a seamless experience across devices, enabling students to access course materials, participate in discussions, submit assignments, and engage in collaborative activities from anywhere, anytime. I want to introduce our Director of eLearning Services, Rhiannon Mayer, who will share an overview of how we will get there.Improved Student Learning OutcomesAdvanced user interface and adaptability on mobile devices, interactive and collaborative functions, increased student engagement, and personalized assistance.Accessibility and InclusionPrioritizes and ensures ADA compliance with accessibility standards such as WCAG 2.1 Enhanced User ExperienceMobile-first approach ensure a seamless and responsive design across devices, enabling students to access course materials with a consistent look and feel, participate in discussions, submit assignments, and engage in collaborative activities from anywhere, anytime. Modern User Tools and FeaturesImproved grading interface, customizable rubrics, and integrated multimedia capabilities will enhance faculty efficiency and effectiveness.Seamless Integration with External Tools Integration with many other LTI-compliant tools and applications aligning perfectly with our continued development of a comprehensive teaching and learning technology ecosystem.Robust Analytics and ReportingFaculty can track student engagement, performance, progress, and identify at-risk students.�Pedagogical Transformation Option to consider a pedagogical review before transitioning, ensuring our instructors and students benefit from thoughtful and robust instructional design.�Modern User Tools and Features Improved grading interface, customizable rubrics, and integrated multimedia capabilities will enhance faculty efficiency and effectiveness.�Seamless Integration with External Tools  Integration with many other LTI-compliant tools and applications aligning perfectly with our continued development of a comprehensive teaching and learning technology ecosystem.�Continued LMS Development Anthology has committed most of its development and technical resources to the continued advancement of Learn Ultra. This investment has driven the accelerated development and availability of more than 200 new features.



TERMINOLOGY
• Blackboard Learn Ultra = Ultra Course View

• Blackboard Learn Original = Original Course View

• Not to be confused with Blackboard Collaborate Ultra



USC PLAN FOR TRANSITION - TIMELINE 



ORIGINAL VS. ULTRA COURSE VIEW



WHERE ARE WE NOW
• A core project team has been established consisting of LMS 

Support Partners from the Columbia campus and the 
comprehensive campuses.

• Faculty currently have the option to build or teach courses in 
Blackboard Learn Ultra while still teaching in Original Course 
View. Options for converting courses to Blackboard Learn Ultra:

• Convert an existing course from Original to Ultra – request 
an Ultra Sandbox

• ‘Reimagine” an existing course and start fresh – move 
content into the new Blackboard Learn Ultra Course

• Administrator option – Bulk conversion tool – convert 
original courses to Ultra in bulk and quickly

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
A core project team has been established consisting of LMS Support Partners from Columbia campus and the comprehensive campuses to plan for this transition and streamline communication and training related to the transition.Faculty currently have the option to teach courses in Blackboard Original or Blackboard Learn Ultra but use of the LMS is not mandatory. Options for Blackboard Learn Ultra:�Convert an existing course from Original to Ultra – request an Ultra Sandbox‘Reimagine” an existing course and start fresh – move content into the new Blackboard Learn Ultra CourseAdministrator option – Bulk conversion tool – convert original courses to Ultra in bulk and quicklyLMS Support partners are working with faculty today asking for help with their Blackboard courses and encouraging them to move to Ultra now.Fall 2023 trainings are posted on the CTE Events calendar – Register now!



WHERE DO I START?

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
DON’T WAIT! Encourage faculty to be an Ultra Campion of Blackboard Learn Ultra where they can work with an LMS Support Partner and begin “Reimagining” their courses in Blackboard Learn Ultra. �Encourage entire programs, departments and even colleges to share resources and take advantage of the bulk conversion tool in an effort to convert to Blackboard Learn Ultra in a more timely manner to ensure the student has a more consistent experience.



RESOURCES FOR FACULTY
• Blackboard Learn Ultra assistance or a consultation: http://go.sc.edu/BlackboardHelp

• Training Offerings (virtual)
• Virtual Trainings offered by eLS and CTE – please register:

• https://sc.edu/about/offices_and_divisions/cte/events_calendar/index.php
• Small group trainings and consultations by request from eLS and CTE

• Anthology provided resources – KB articles, video tutorials, Anthology User Community

• Look for your LMS Support Partners at on-campus faculty (and student) events held throughout the
transition such as our Blackboard Days – Anthology Partners hosted sessions on all campuses and the annual
Oktoberbest symposium!

• Blackboard Learn Ultra Transition website coming soon!

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
LMS Support Partners are available to assist faculty with this transition on the Columbia campus and comprehensive campuses. Please reach out to them for more information.

http://go.sc.edu/BlackboardHelp
https://sc.edu/about/offices_and_divisions/cte/events_calendar/index.php
https://scprod.service-now.com/sp?id=kb_article_view&sysparm_article=KB0012739


THANK YOU!
Rhiannon Mayer
Director of eLearning Services
Division of Information Technology
rmayer@mailbox.sc.edu
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